A personal pronoun represents a person, place, or thing, in order to avoid repetition of the noun.

A subject pronoun is used as the subject of a verb.

An object pronoun is used as the object of a verb or preposition.

Circle the subject pronouns and underline the object pronouns.

1) This is Emma. She is Ethan’s sister.

2) Our wildlife tour was amazing. We enjoyed ourselves.

3) Grandma is singing a lullaby to put him to sleep.

4) Kiara bought a lollipop. She gave it to Desmond.

5) Smith is afraid of snakes. They are dangerous.

6) Jane, have you tried the new ride at the amusement park?

7) I can’t understand the puzzle. Can someone help me?

8) Aaron and Jake played so well. The school is sending them for training.
A **personal pronoun** represents a person, place, or thing, in order to avoid repetition of the noun.

A **subject pronoun** is used as the subject of a verb.

An **object pronoun** is used as the object of a verb or preposition.

Circle the subject pronouns and underline the object pronouns.

1) This is Emma. **She** is Ethan’s sister.

2) Our wildlife tour was amazing. **We** enjoyed ourselves.

3) Grandma is singing a lullaby to put **him** to sleep.

4) Kiara bought a lollipop. **She** gave it to Desmond.

5) Smith is afraid of snakes. **They** are dangerous.

6) Jane, have **you** tried the new ride at the amusement park?

7) I can’t understand the puzzle. Can someone help **me**?

8) Aaron and Jake played so well. The school is sending **them** for training.